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Growth downshifts from sprint to sustainable
The U.S. economy is slowing down. The speed, depth and anatomy of the slowdown
now become the focus for markets. The blistering pace of 2.9% growth in 2018 was
unsustainable, and a deceleration closer to our potential growth rate, around 2.0%, has
been widely expected. But weak data in the first quarter and yield curve inversion have
raised concerns that growth could slow more sharply than expected, or even contract,
resulting in a recession.
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We are not forecasting a recession, and still believe growth around 2% is the most
likely scenario for 2019. However, with the rest of the world slowing meaningfully and
uncertainties creeping in, risks to growth are accumulating on the downside. This has
important implications for investors. In 2015, growth decelerated sharply and we saw an
“earnings recession,” and equities experienced a down year.

At the top of the list of what we are watching in Q2 — and the star of the show — is the
consumer. Watching consumer confidence is key. Despite a strong labor market,
consumer spending wavered at the end of 2018 as equity market volatility and the looming
threat of a government shutdown impacted consumer sentiment. The bounce back has
been uneven, making consumer confidence one of the most relevant leading indicators for
both spending and the economy as a whole.
The housing market is another important pillar of growth that bears close watching in
Q2. We see a housing sector that is decelerating but not collapsing. Much has been made
about weakening demand for home sales, and construction data has been highly volatile
since December. Looking ahead, offsetting factors may keep the sector treading water.
Falling mortgage rates could give a boost to housing demand, while rising inventory supply
may offer a headwind.
Finally, business investment is often seen as the vital swing factor that can make the
difference between on-trend growth or a period of sluggish growth that falls short of a
recession but weighs on the overall economic outlook. We expect business investment to
soften throughout the year. We look at the factors that could determine how adventurous
businesses are with capital spending projects.

Interest rates dig in at historic lows
Interest rates have fallen appreciably so far in 2019, with the most recent move down
triggered by rapidly shifting Fed rate expectations. Market volatility, policy uncertainty and
growth concerns reverberated out the yield curve, pushing long-term yields to 15-month
lows and causing the yield curve to invert, a sign of recession that reinforced market unease
about the economy.
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Our Fed rate expectations are for no change in 2019, leaving this rate hike cycle stalled — if
not stopped completely — at historically low levels of 2.25%–2.50%. But this static outlook
does not mean the Fed will disappear from headlines. Markets now place a higher
probability of a rate cut in 2019, which we think is premature. Fed-driven volatility could
remain at the fore in Q2.
International interest rates have plunged as well, pulling U.S. rates broadly lower. Europe
faced an unexpected and sharp deterioration in growth at the end of last year, which
caused the European Central Bank (ECB) to postpone rate hike plans. In Japan, growth
concerns caused long-term interest rates to return to negative territory. We expect this
dynamic to limit any significant gain in U.S. interest rates.
Yield curve inversion will cast a shadow on the economic outlook in Q2. This important
harbinger of recession should not be ignored, and we are watching yield curve inversion
very closely. We dissect the implications of the flat yield curve as a sign of broader
uncertainty and ask whether or not it is too soon to say “this time is different.”
Finally, falling inflation expectations have also put downward pressure on interest rates and
reflect both the gloomy growth outlook and the fact that inflation has been largely dormant
throughout this expansion. Wage inflation has been creeping higher, however, and needs
to be closely watched in Q2. Given the late stage of the economic expansion, wage inflation
could be an additional headwind for corporate profits.

A perfect storm of policy uncertainty
Circling around many of the macro factors driving our outlook is policy uncertainty. This
acts as both a damper on growth and the spark that could ignite market volatility. We see
policy uncertainty as an overarching theme that will remain top of mind throughout 2019.
Uncertainty has already had a noticeable impact on markets and the economy. In the
earliest days of 2019, the U.S. government shutdown was arguably the reason consumer
confidence fell off its multidecade highs, and the two key indicators have still not recovered
end-Q4 levels.
In the U.K., Brexit uncertainties are impacting growth and bleeding through to lower
expected growth in Europe. Trade tensions between the U.S. and China could remain a
headwind as well, which has negative implications for business investment. Investors need
to brace for increased volatility posed by policy uncertainty.

Smooth sailing for high yield, headwinds for equities
The arc of the slowdown will have a significant impact on investors, and the implications for
equities and fixed income markets are different.
For equities, volatility will be the overriding feature of markets in 2019. Equities surged in Q1,
recovering much of the ground lost in Q4 of last year. And yet, equity markets are careening
between tailwinds and headwinds. The global growth slowdown means a challenged
outlook for revenue. Late-cycle dynamics are also a headwind, as wages rise and threaten
to eat into profits. Granted, a tailwind for market performance could come from continued
stock buybacks as corporations retain a significant amount of cash on their balance sheets.
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All of this adds up to recurring flare-ups of volatility. Policy remains an overarching
uncertainty. Markets have most likely overshot Fed policy expectations to the downside,
and as rate cut hopes are priced out, volatility could erupt. Brexit and U.S.-China trade
negotiations loom as sources of volatility in Q2, soon to be replaced or supplemented by
2020 election rhetoric. Managing this volatility will be critical for investors.
Fixed income, however, is likely to show a divergence between core fixed income and high
yield performance. We see the current environment of declining long-term rates and low
corporate defaults as especially conducive for high yield bonds. Falling benchmark interest
rates have recently provided a boost to core fixed income investments, but low (or negative)
global central bank policy rates mean core fixed income has been beaten into a corner by
rates. In this environment, investors need to look beyond the core, and high yield offers an
attractive combination of harnessing growth at trend alongside amplified income returns.

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Economic Analysis, International Monetary Fund, OECD, Federal
Reserve, Institute for Supply Management (ISM), Conference Board, Federal Housing Finance Agency, Mortgage Bankers Association, U.S.
Census Bureau, Standard & Poor’s, Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Credit Suisse, Bloomberg, Macrobond.
All data as of 3/31/2019.
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Consumer confidence is key
The outlook for the consumer remains positive as consumer spending is expected to
mirror the overall economy, with activity slowing from particularly robust levels in 2018.
The unemployment rate hovers near multidecade lows and hiring remains robust. Wage
growth is finally showing signs of drifting higher. The household savings rate is relatively
high at 6.7%, and the household balance sheet maintains a healthier level of leverage when
compared with prior expansions, including years of steady wealth gains.
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consumer confidence and future expectations consumer confidence.

The consumer remains the single largest sector of our economy, however, and it is
important to not become complacent. At its core, our economy is hundreds of millions of
individuals who choose to spend now or delay purchases and are constantly assessing
conditions. Together they make up 69% of aggregate demand. Over the past 70 years,
every time consumer spending has contracted our economy has had a recession.1
We are keeping a close eye on consumer confidence as a timely coincident indicator of
not just consumer spending, but the entire economy. Consumer confidence dipped from
20-year highs in December when the government shutdown began. The recovery bounce
has been cautious and uneven, as the two major measures of confidence have zigged and
zagged in different months in Q1. We expect consumer confidence to stabilize at a more
moderate level off recent highs, consistent with spending that is less euphoric than 2018.

1 Out of the last 280 quarters, there were three quarters where personal consumption fell by 0.1% and the economy did not enter a recession.
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CONSUMER CONFIDENCE
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One of our favorite indicators of broad economic health is a simple spread of the present
situation index versus the expectations component. A sharp deterioration in this measure
has coincided with the start of prior economic downturns. Given that this indicator currently
hovers near cycle highs, we will be keeping close tabs on this differential in the coming weeks.
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Global interest rates weigh
on U.S. yields
Global interest rates plunged in Q1 in response to global growth concerns and have pulled
U.S. rates down alongside them. We expect this dynamic to continue well into Q2 and add
to domestic factors holding U.S. interest rates near historic lows.
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Starting late last year, renewed concerns about slowing global growth re-emerged, and
policy expectations abruptly shifted. In Europe, the ECB slashed its 2019 GDP forecast to
1.1% from 1.7%. Japan trimmed its growth forecast to 1.3% from 1.5%. And China lowered its
2019 growth target to 6.0%, down from 6.5%.
The rapidly shifting growth outlook stopped central banks in their rate hike tracks. In the
U.S., this meant an about-face for the Federal Reserve, where officials quickly pivoted away
from further rate hikes toward a more patient “wait and see” posture. In Europe, where
policy rates are still negative and the ECB had been signaling its first rate hike since 2011,
expectations of a rate hike were suddenly delayed out to next year.
Long-run interest rates followed, with many 10-year government bond rates plunging to
levels not seen since 2016. The German 10-year bund yield dipped back into negative
territory in March, and the Japanese 10-year government bond fell to -0.09%. The U.S.
10-year government bond has also fallen markedly, down to 2.37% in late March, 86 bps
below its peak in November of last year. Looking across the developed markets, remarkably,
U.S. benchmark interest rates stand out on the high end, a testament to the fact that lower
interest rates are not just a U.S. phenomenon.
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We will continue to watch international policy expectations and interest rates. The low
global interest rates environment puts downward pressure on U.S. benchmark rates. Even
a fleeting rise in U.S. rates — for example, from a piece of surprisingly strong data — can
be viewed as a buying opportunity for foreign investors eager to find yield, resulting in a
correction back to lower levels.
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Cloudy outlook
for business investment
Business investment was solid in 2018, but policy uncertainty may darken the outlook. We
expect business spending to slow in Q2 as business confidence fades from cycle highs.
Conflicting factors are clouding the outlook for this sector and make it challenging to
determine how adventurous businesses are willing to be with capital spending projects.
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Business investment surged in 2017 in the wake of tax reform that slashed the corporate tax
rate from 35% to 21%. That boost faded in 2018, and growth of business spending has been
less robust than a year ago. Looking ahead, there are multiple reasons why businesses may
choose caution over investment.
Critically, the global growth outlook has dimmed. Within the past six months, the Fed has
dropped its 2019 GDP forecast from 2.5% to 2.1%. The International Monetary Fund shaved
its global growth forecast and the ECB now expects eurozone growth of only 1.1%. Many
of the cuts to GDP forecasts were in developed economies, impacting the outlook for
S&P 500 companies that can rely heavily on these countries for revenue generation.
Policy is also impacting business spending plans. Trade tensions, particularly the U.S.China trade dispute, remain an overshadowing uncertainty for large multinationals with
international supply and revenue chains.
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Businesses have been putting cash to work in other ways, and in 2018 engaged in over
$800 billion in stock buybacks.2 Companies have also been retaining cash on their balance
sheets, a factor that should partly offset concerns about rising corporate debt levels.
We will be watching monthly core goods shipments as a high-frequency indicator of
businesses’ appetite to invest. The risk is that uncertainty rises, causing businesses to
retreat into bunker mode. This becomes even more of a risk with some deeper policy
disruption, like a full-blown trade war.

2 S&P Dow Jones Indices.
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Fed outlook:
The practice of patience
We expect the Fed to hold rates steady in 2019, leaving this rate hike cycle stalled — if not
stopped completely — at historically low levels of 2.25%–2.50%. This static rate outlook does
not mean the Fed will disappear from headlines, however. Yield curve inversion means
markets are now more seriously considering a Fed rate cut. Add balance sheet changes and
the reconsideration of the Fed’s inflation framework, and Fed-driven volatility could remain
at the fore in 2019.
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While the Fed funds forecast of no rate change may look static, market expectations of
what Fed policy will look like in 2019 have been anything but. As recently as November of
last year, the Fed was expected to raise rates over 80 bps — over three rate hikes — in 2019.
Weak data and volatile financial markets quickly caused the Fed to pivot to patience, in large
part because consistent core inflation readings below 2% negate the urgency to push rates
beyond neutral.
However, talk of a Fed rate cut is likely premature. The Fed’s economic projections already
forecast the economy to slow from its 2018 pace. Historically, when the Fed cuts rates, it is
typically part of a significant policy response to a recession. Should a recession materialize,
the Fed rate outlook would undergo a seismic shift, not a single rate cut.
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Other Fed policies will bear close watching. The Fed is expected to shift its current policy
of slowly shrinking its $4.2 trillion balance sheet. Separately, the Fed is undertaking a broad
review of its inflation framework as it faces years of inflation below 2% and arguably falling
inflation expectations. We do not expect either of these issues to meaningfully alter Fed
policy in Q2, but the chance for a communication misstep remains significant. The fourth
quarter of last year was an important reminder that Fed rhetoric can inject significant
volatility into markets.
INFLATION EXPECTATIONS MOVING LOWER
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Housing sector decelerating,
not collapsing
We see a housing sector that is decelerating along with the rest of the economy, not
collapsing. Much has been made about weakening demand for housing, and residential
investment has been a drag on GDP for six of the last seven quarters. Rising mortgage
rates dampened demand for housing in 2018, though rates have now fallen significantly.
Meanwhile, increasing input costs have pinched homebuilder profits and could continue to
weigh on new construction.
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A key support to this critical sector is that the consumer remains in solid financial shape.
With wage gains at their highest during this expansion and debt levels manageable,
demand for housing doesn’t look ready to fall off a cliff. Nevertheless, housing data has
been exceptionally rocky. Existing home sales saw both the lowest sales in three years
in January and the biggest month-on-month recovery in February. Existing home sales
have averaged 5.39 million units over the past four years, and we see low mortgage rates
supporting this level of activity in Q2.
There is an inventory story developing as well. Housing supply on the market recently hit
a multiyear high of 4.4 months. This is a low level historically but is a critical indicator that
we will be watching going forward. In particular, a look at “homes contracted but not yet
under construction” shows a rising disparity between homes already sold and those for
sale. This gap is now the widest since early 2008, a sign that supply may be starting to
outpace demand.
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30-YEAR MORTGAGE RATE
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We believe that while housing prices will likely continue to level off and inventory pressure
may add additional headwinds to home price appreciation, we are not in the early stages of
another housing collapse. Demand has moderated in part due to an increase in mortgage
rates, but rates have recently fallen to 18-month lows. The main risk for the sector is that
consumer financial conditions deteriorate — for example, from decelerating wage growth
or a wealth shock that stunts demand. While this would result in a downturn, the current
market doesn’t approach the type of oversupply that marked the 2008 housing collapse.
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Unrelenting economic uncertainty
becomes a headwind
Q2 is unlikely to offer a break from the unrelenting string of policy-driven uncertainty, which
threatens to become an economic headwind in its own right. The list includes the usual suspects
that are expected to make news going into the summer, including Brexit and U.S.-China trade
negotiations, and could stretch well into next year with the 2020 presidential elections.
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Uncertainty has already had a noticeable impact on markets and the economy. In the earliest
days of 2019, the U.S. government shutdown was arguably the reason consumer confidence
fell off its multidecade highs, and the two key indicators have still not recovered end-Q4 levels.
In the U.K., the ongoing Brexit negotiations are more than a parliamentary distraction.
Growth in the U.K. has gone from among the strongest in the G7 to the laggard. This only
added to global trade negotiations and threats of tariffs that negatively impacted sentiment
in EU manufacturing.
U.S. trade negotiations, particularly with China, will remain top of mind for financial markets
and the economy. News in late Q1 that trade negotiators could be near a deal seemed to
evaporate again. And the bilateral goods trade deficit, which has been the focus of U.S.
administration trade policy efforts, has widened to a record high. Part of this is due to the
threat of tariffs causing U.S. buyers to front-load imports from China.
We will continue to watch these headlines closely because uncertainty can itself become
an economic headwind. We have already seen business investment slow from 2018 levels,
and the outlook for U.S. multinationals remains heavily tied to their international supply
chains. We do not expect uncertainty to dissipate; it should remain a moderate headwind
to business investment.
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Wages creep higher,
bucking inflation trend
Wage inflation is rising, a fact that can get overlooked as consumer inflation has remained
well below the Fed’s 2% target for the past decade. Tight labor markets are driving much of
this and arguably have room to push wage growth even higher. The path that wage inflation
takes will be one of the most important pieces of the 2019 outlook and needs to be closely
watched in Q2.
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There are many measures of wage inflation. Of the four shown in the chart above, we have
calculated a simple average to ease the discussion. Wage inflation is rising, although it
remains below highs from prior expansions. Average hourly earnings rose 3.4% y/y in February
2019, the fastest pace so far this expansion. The employment cost index, a broader quarterly
series, showed wages up 3.0% y/y in Q4 — also a 10-year high.
Higher wages have not spread to broader inflation but could still impact financial markets.
Accelerating wages mean higher labor costs for companies, which can quickly impact profits.
Indeed, in today’s global marketplace, price competition for consumers has intensified,
limiting how much companies can pass through higher labor costs to the consumer. This
may be good news for Fed officials concerned about inflation, but in the meantime corporate
earnings may feel the squeeze.
We will be watching wages closely with a close eye on our simple average indicator. The most
recent data showed 3.3% y/y growth in December 2018, still shy of the 4.0% y/y acceleration
that coincided with the last time the Fed aggressively raised rates to pump the brakes on the
economy in 2006.
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The risk is that wage inflation accelerates sharply above 4.0% and feeds through to consumer
prices and inflation expectations, thereby kicking off a classic wage-price cycle. The Fed
would be in a tough but familiar position of needing to raise rates significantly more than
markets expect, and would heighten the risk of a recession.
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Yield curve inversion casts
a shadow on the outlook
Q1 wound down with a sizable drop in long-term yields that pushed the 10-year U.S.
Treasury yield below the 3-month Treasury bill interest rate for the first time since 2007,
also known as yield curve inversion. Alarm bells went off in financial markets because yield
curve inversion is statistically one of the strongest predictors that a recession could start
in the next one to two years. With the U.S. economy expected to slow and global growth
concerns top of mind, “recession watch” seems to have begun.
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There are many ways to measure yield curve inversion, and one of the most widely watched
pairings is the 3-month and 10-year yield spread (3M-10Y), which briefly moved into
negative territory at the end of March. Even temporary yield curve inversion should not be
ignored, and many economists who are forecasting a recession in 2020 include yield curve
inversion as part of their narrative.
However, March’s yield curve inversion falls short of market conditions that have typically
preceded past recessions. Looking at the three prior recessions, the 3M-10Y yield curve
inversion lasted for several months, and the spread dipped into negative territory more
significantly, between -35 bps and -95 bps. The 2Y-10Y curve is also an important leading
indicator of recession, and though it remains relatively flat, it has not inverted. In other
words, yield curve inversion has technically happened, but not robustly.
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Critically, other factors are pushing long-term interest rates down, adding to yield curve
flattening and inversion. This is contrary to prior episodes when the yield curve inverted
because short-term rates were rising as the Fed constrained the economy by raising rates.
Uncertainty surrounding Brexit and other central banks’ continued bond-buying programs
has pushed global rates to exceptionally low levels, pulling long-term U.S. rates down
with them.
Still, it takes a brave forecaster to declare that “this time is different.” We are watching yield
curve inversion very closely, and the flat yield curve is a sign of broader uncertainty about
long-term growth prospects. We do not forecast a recession, but yield curve inversion casts
a shadow over the economic outlook.
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Equity returns sail
into late-cycle headwinds
In Q2, we expect stock markets to continue careening between tailwinds and headwinds,
and for volatility to be the prevailing theme. After experiencing nearly two years of stellar
returns and record-low volatility, investors received a harsh reminder that volatility can
quickly boil over. In Q4 the S&P 500 fell 13.5%, its worst quarter since 2011, only to be
followed in 2019 by its best Q1 since 1991.
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2018

CORPORATE PROFITS STILL STRONG, BUT MAY HAVE PEAKED
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While these more technical factors should be positive for valuations, structural issues stand
to put pressure on returns going forward. Corporate profits, while still strong, look to have
peaked and now enter a familiar late-cycle pattern. As a tight labor market has finally started
to boost wage gains, we look for increased cost of labor to eat into operating results going
forward. Global growth concerns have also hampered future earnings expectations. While
U.S. growth could remain near expansion averages, GDP estimates in China, Europe and
elsewhere have been revised down, damaging prospects for multinational U.S. firms.
While each of these factors alone may not drive equity performance in Q2, taken together
they paint a picture of a likely continuation of volatility. A strong U.S. consumer and a more
accommodative Fed are certainly positives in the near term; however, more structural latecycle headwinds could quickly re-emerge.
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Fixed income: Divergence
between core and high yield
We see the current environment of declining long-term rates and low corporate defaults as
especially conducive for high yield bonds. During Q1, high yield bonds and leveraged loans
rebounded along with equities, causing spreads to compress. Simultaneously, falling core
Treasury yields boosted duration-sensitive investment grade bonds and other core fixed
income. The path of interest rates has also helped dictate flows in the sector.
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Rates have also driven a reversal in leveraged credit flows, as a flattening yield curve has
altered investor preference. As short-term rates have plateaued and even fallen, LIBORbased floating rate loans have seen significant outflows. Meanwhile, falling long-term rates
have made fixed-rate high yield bonds comparatively more attractive. With loan and high
yield default rates near multiyear lows, at 1.00% and 0.94% respectively, the backdrop is still
supportive for loans and bonds. We will be watching corporate debt levels, as well as signs
of a business downturn that could cause spreads to widen.
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